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SGI Celebrate
Martyrdom Day.

OCTOBER 09

Haryana

Heroes

and

On 23rd Sept. 2009, Glowing tributes were paid to Martyrs on
the occasion of Haryana Heroes and Martyrdom Day.
Wreaths were laid on the memorials of the Martyrs. A two
minute silence was also observed as a mark of respect to
the Martyrs. Rich tributes were also paid to Rao Tula Ram,
the great patriot of the 1857 freedom movement.
Speaking on the occasion, Dr. Priyanka said that we should
pay homage to the brave patriots and martyrs who made
the supreme sacrifice for the freedom of the
nation. Contribution made by the heroes from the state in
the freedom struggle could never be forgotten.

SAMALKHA GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS
organised

VIBRANCE
Deepawali Celebration cum Talent Hunt Programme
Session - 2009-10

On 15th Oct. 2009, SGI organizes
VIBRANCE Deepawali Celebration cum
Talent Hunt Programme for Session
2009-10 in its campus with fervor. Staff
and Students participated with great
zeal. Guests were welcomed by
Dr. Priyanka.
The program started with Lamp-lighting
by Hon’ble chief guest Shri Chand
Kishor Aggarawal ji , a distinguished
industrialist adorned with an array of
awards and Ganesh Vandana by
students. It had spirited performance
by students of all the branches .
It
was
followed
by
certain
performances that include singing,
dancing, Drama quiz etc. The stage
was lit up at backdrop of music,
melody and drama. The exciting
dance numbers and songs gave a
reminder of our culture and traditions .

Students and Faculty of the institute
danced on the exotic beats of western
and local folk music numbers and were
also entertained by songs sung by
them. Later on a play was performed
by the students. The stage was
managed by the students who put the
stage on ablaze.
Prof H L Chhatwal thanked the
respectable guests and faculty
members for thei r presence,
congratulated the winners and
suggested tips for success to students.
Winners were selected by the elite
panel of judges to promote scene of
achievement and triumph. The winners
were awarded with prizes by the
Hon’ble chief Guest to boost the
morale and motivation. Mementos
were presented to Guests on the
occasion by our Hon’ble chairman Shri
Ajay Goyal ji. The gala gathering
ended with the sumptuous lunch.

SGI Enters Collaboration with
Samalkha Group of Institutions has entered into the most prestigious tie up with IBM. It has signed MOU with the world leaders in
developing technologies ie IBM. Our students will definitely be
supported by the training provided by IBM professional in the
campus itself. This curriculum includes training of various technologies and also guidance to the students in placement drive.
To mark the beginning of this collaboration a one day Seminar on
IBM Technologies and their Future in Seminar Hall of the College
on 27th of October 2009. It had participants from various colleges.
The main objective of the seminar was to acquaint the participants
with new emerging techniques and exploring the latest technological trends.
Mr. Gabby Jose Evangelist- IBM gave the presentation and he
spoke about the IBM technologies like DB2, Rational, Tivoli etc. He
said this is a new concept in which curriculum is developed for students to prepare them for requirements of industries and there will
be specialized courses for branches of Engineering and Management. Mr. Pankaj from Allsoft Technologies. Inc. said how these
courses would help students for their future.
This course is open to students of SGI as well as of other institutions.
The details of entire course is available with college reception.

